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Taken It All Away
Katy J

Taken It All Away - Katy J

Capo on 4th fret

[Intro]
G   C   Em   D  (x2)

G                    C
Some things I will never know
Em
      So I ll just sit right back
    D
And watch which way the wind blows
G                      C
I know... some of this was for real
Em                                      D
    It s just too bad your heart s too hard
                 G
For you to feel

       G             C
You ve taken it all away
                     Em
You ve taken it all away
                                      D
You re savin  it up for some one else
                   G
On some other day
                         C
I ll just - I ll just go back to my room
Em                                          D
     I ll go back to playing this old guitar
                                  G
I ll go back to wonderin  who you are, yeah
                        C
I ll go back to my old ways
                             Em
I ll go back to doin  what I do, yeah
                      D                            G
I ll go back to bein    everything I was before I knew you

G             C
Taken it all away
                     Em
You ve taken it all away
                                      D
You re savin  it up for some one else



                 G
On some other day

       G             C
You ve taken it all away
                     Em
You ve taken it all away
                                      D
You re savin  it up for some one else
                 C
On some other day

C            D
I wish you well
C                      D
  I wish - I wish you well, hey -ey!

G             C
Taken it all away
                     Em
You ve taken it all away
                                    D
You re savin  it up for some one else
                 G
On some other day

       G             C
You ve taken it all away
                     Em
You ve taken it all away
                                      D
You re savin  it up for some one else
                 G
On some other day

       G             C
You ve taken it all away
                     Em
You ve taken it all away
       G             C
You ve taken it all away
                     Em
You ve taken it all away (here comes)
                      
       G             C
You ve taken it all away(another)
                      
                     Em
You ve taken it all away(lonely night)
                  
       G             C
You ve taken it all away(here comes the rise)



             
                     Em
You ve taken it all away(of another lonely day)
              

Repeat and fade


